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A press cutting now gathering dust in one of my classical scrapbooks describes the sale at 

Sotheby's about four years ago of a Roman glass cup of 300 A.D. for £572,000. The cup was 

special chiefly because only nineteen other examples of such a cup had been found. Of 

these, only five existed intact and all five were already in public collections. This sixth one 

had been previously unknown and therefore created great interest. The glass itself was clear 

but had, through being buried, a whitish yellow surface. The base and part of the sides were 

covered with a delicate open network of glass held to the cup with struts. The whole object 

was just over 7 inches across and 4 inches high. 

 

Such stories in the press easily encourage the view that objects and artefacts from classical 

antiquity are the monopoly of millionaires and national museums. But I learnt how wrong 

that view is on a recent visit to a London gallery which deals to a unique degree in classical 

and pre-classical antiquities. The gallery is Charles Ede Ltd., at 37 Brook Street, just off New 

Bond Street in London's west end. There is no enticing shop window, merely an ordinary 

door at the side of the building leading up to a second floor room where the items for sale 

are displayed. 

 

I was lured to Charles Ede's by their Christmas catalogue, amazed to find that such ancient 

objects can still be found for sale at around £100 or less. For example, a pair of Roman gold 

earrings from the 2nd or 3rd century A.D. for £90; also for £90 and from the same period a 

gold ring (Jeweller's size H), its narrow hoop swelling out to a small flattened oval engraved 

with a leafy spray; a Roman bronze figurine of a cockerel 1 ½ inches high for £110, a Greek 

terracotta bird 4 inches high from the 5th century B.C. for £90; two Roman bowls in red slip 

ware from a colony in North Africa for £68 and £48; and two Greek plates decorated with 

leaf patterns in red and black on a yellow ground made in Apulia in the 3rd century B.C. for 

£90 and £75. 

 

Charles Ede founded the Folio Society as a mail order book club just after the second World 

War. Later, as an expansion of the Society's activities, he developed Folio Fine Art as a 

sideline selling prints and objets d'art, some of which were ancient items. In 1971 it was 

decided to sell the publishing side of the business and Charles Ede was able to devote his 

whole time to the ancient artefacts which had become his prime interest. His son lames 

joined him after university and a spell in the army. lames now runs the gallery's day to day 

business with the help of a young London classics graduate. Although his own classical 

education at school was limited to O Level Latin and a smattering of Greek James has gained 

his knowledge of classical antiquities through what he has learnt from his father and from 



books, from contacts with scholars, and as much as anything from the sheer experience of 

handling so many ancient objects. 

 

Smugglers and forgers 

 

Several thousand items pass through the gallery each year. Museums and university 

teaching collections all over the world buy about 40% of their turnover and thus the supply 

of articles circulating in the market is constantly shrinking. Supply is also depressed by the 

total embargo on sales of antiquities for export in nearly every country where they are 

found. James Ede says this is because governments are both chauvinistic and afraid. And 

unfortunately it all encourages smuggling, because finders of objects, denied their proper 

value by officialdom, choose illicit ways to secure a better price. Such items arrive on the 

market without an attested provenance and the gallery avoids them. 

 

Forgeries are another potential problem for the gallery. However, as lames Ede maintains, in 

every good forger there is an artist trying to get out. Vanity means that slavish copying is 

comparatively rare and the atypical must tend to be suspect. 

 

Skilful and invisible restoration can be harder to spot than actual forgery. Roman glass, 

unless of extreme rarity, has to be in unbroken condition to have any substantial value. 

James Ede describes how he recently bought what he took to be a fine piece of Roman 

glass. On careful cleaning it proved to be made mainly of plastic. That is the risk you take, he 

explains, if you buy at auction where the condition of an item is not guaranteed. At Charles 

Ede Ltd., every item is carefully researched and described before being sold, a process which 

can take as much as a year. Everything is then sold with a money back guarantee if the item 

is later found to be wrongly described. 

 

The gallery does not deal in coins or in scarabs and would not normally expect to handle 

major antiquities such as the Roman cup mentioned at the beginning of this article. The 

range of prices is from £25 to £10,000, and most items fall between £150 and £1,500. Those 

shown as illustrations for this article were for sale at the gallery at the time of my visit at the 

prices shown. I have no doubt readers of OMNIBUS would be made as welcome there as I 

was. Telephone 01-493-4944. 
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